
Tree of Change 
CONSULTING BY CRYSTAL MASON & JASON WYMAN

Cultivating Belonging Services
Change management offers an opportunity to cultivate belonging, and Crystal Mason 
and Jason Wyman are experts on how to hold, facilitate and cultivate belonging with 
intergeneraitonal, multi-racial, cross-territorial groups online and in person. 

They offer two Service Packages that provide a unique way to explore, examine, and 
articulate the change you wish to see and create. We also can create a customizable package 
just for you. To begin any service package, please fill out our Booking Form. 

PACKAGE ONE: How We Cultivate Belonging Retreat
Who is this for? Educators, Curators, Producers, Those Who Are Holding Experience Design 
for Artists and/or Audiences, Social Practice Artists, UX Designers, Tenant Organizations, 
Board Presidents & Executives. 

Prerequisite: Setting the Path Sessions. Three 60-120 minute Sessions to outline the 
conditions, commitments, & timeline for your Belonging Retreat.   

Engagement: One full workday (6 hours MAX), two 60-minute planning meetings, one 
60-minute follow-up meeting

What: A day-long retreat broken into three two-hour segments offering participants a 
chance to spaciously and deeply explore what equity means in this moment and how your 
values express your movement towards a more equitable world. This retreat is ideal for 
organizations, schools, businesses, cultural centers, tenant unions, or groups who want to 
do better but are unsure how. 

Outcomes: 
• An understanding that there is no equity without belonging through experiencing a 

space of equity and belonging. 
• A framework that helps you examine your current Equity Statement and that 

restructures it into a new Equity Statement that can carry you into the future with the 
people you want to build with.

• A Guide to Time & Space that more clearly articulates your commitments to creating 
belonging in concise language others can understand. 

• Tools, tactics, and resources that you can immediately apply and adapt to any situation 
where you want to cultivate equity and belonging. 

Cost: $10,000 (plus travel and accommodations if in person) for a group of 10 or less. More 
facilitators are needed for larger groups and increase costs. 
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PACKAGE TWO: Who do you want to attract & how do they 
know your commitments to equity? An Organizational 
Language Review
Who is this for? Equity, Education, or Community Engagement Managers, Development 
Directors, Marketers & Public Relations Consultants, Funders & Program Officers, and 
Conveners, Mediators & Facilitators. 

Pre-Requisite: Setting the Path Sessions. Three 60-120 minute Sessions to outline the 
conditions, commitments, & timeline for your Organizational Language Review.   

Engagement: Eight 120-minute Sessions, four one-on-ones, and One Virtual Editing Session 
on Google Docs over five to seven months. 
• Session One - Who / What Is Here & Now? - Dreaming 
• Session Two - The Stories We Tell Ourselves - Story Writing (Self, Org, How You See 

Yourself in the Org)
• Session Three - Patterns Our Stories Reveal - Mapping 
• Session Four - Who We Want To Create / Build With - Character
• Session Five - Future Shapes of Equity & Belonging - Sketchnoting 
• Session Six - Paths Towards Our Future - Meme Making 
• Session Seven - The Values That Guide Us - Writing 
• Session Eight - Our Next Steps - Action Planning

What: Using their Big Bang Narrative Framing Device, Crystal Mason and Jason 
Wyman help you reflect upon stories of equity, belonging, and bias you tell yourself and 
others, notice patterns of behaviors that help and that harm, imagine the stories you 
want to be telling,  and create the language and tools that help you turn your Diversity, 
Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging aspirations into solid practices with clearly articulated 
commitments and goals.

Outcomes: 
• A Narrative Map & First Draft Guiding Document that includes: 

 ○ A collection of stories you tell yourself and others about equity, belonging, and bias
 ○ A clear recognition of who you want to build power with inside and outside of your 

organization 
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PACKAGE TWO: Who do you want to attract & how do they 
know your commitments to equity? An Organizational 
Language Review Continued
Outcomes continued: 

 ○ Defined value statements that articulate how others know your practice and commit 
to upholding your values 

 ○ Actionable steps that help bring the organization into alignment with its 
commitments  

• A Bibliography of DEIB resources..
• Draft transcripts of all sessions
• A  list of specific steps organizations, small businesses, and collectives can take in order 

to embark on their journey of change.

Cost: $3,000 for Setting the Path paid in advance. $50,000 for Organizational Language 
Review. At least $22,000 for Community Engagement. TOTAL: $75K 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE (prices range)
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LEARN MORE AT: 

• Copy writing and editing (website, marketing, manuals, curriculum)  
• Graphic Design (infographics, layout, )
• Organizational Development (administrative systems, org charts, program design)
• Praxis & Pedagogy (peer-based, arts, curriculum development, facilitation)
• Event Production (planning, management, budgets)
• Photography (portrait, event, editorial, campaigns)
• Other Artistic Disciplines (dance, poetry, music / sound, video / film, social practice) 
• Intergenerational Community-Building (tactics / practices, space holding, storytelling)



Crystal Mason & Jason Wyman’s  Tree of Change helps people 
see themselves in the world and the power & knowledge they 
already possess to cultivate the changes needed for these 
emerging times.

Crystal Mason & Jason Wyman lead our small nonprofit through a 
strategic planning process that went so well we hired them again to 
lead us through a website redesign. They are both able to listen deeply 
to what we imagine for our company and purpose. When they reflect 
back, they take our thoughts to the next level, turning imagination 
into clarity and action through their Tree of Change process. In 
the end, the documents they compiled for us got to the heart of our 
mission, work and values in a truly enlightened way, and we were 
immediately able to present ourselves in this new light to the public, 
colleagues and funders.

Dyan Ruiz, Co-Founder [People. power. media]

Can you relate?
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